PLAYLAB, INC. FOR YOU

JUNE 2017

PLAYLAB, INC.
			 is looking for
a summer intern
US
PLAYLAB, INC. is a New York based creative practice founded in 2009.
With no particular focus, we explore themes using art, architecture, and
graphic design to initiate and work with others on ideas. Past projects include:
giant worm tents for the New Museum of Contemporary Art and Storefront For
Art & Architecture, a rebrand of America for SFMOMA, and a compilation of all
the times Joaquin Phoenix has walked in his films, titled Walking Phoenix. In
2011, the studio co-founded the quarterly publication CLOG, and in 2010,
co-founded + POOL with Family New York, an initiative to build the world’s
first water-filtering floating pool in New York.
PLAYLAB, INC. is: Archie Lee Coates IV, Jeff Franklin, Ryan J. Simons,
Luiza Dale, and Anya Shcherbakova.

YOU
The summer intern will work closely with the studio, assisting with multiple
projects PLAYLAB, INC. is currently working on or is preparing to work on in
the near future. Tasks will include researching cultural organizations, collecting
precedents, assisting in studio organization, and documenting past and
ongoing work. You will also be creating concepts, sketches, layouts and final
designs under the direction of the studio, assisting with on site productions
and installations and any other needs of the studio as they come up.
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Qualifications
— Design/Art background
— Interest in PLAYLAB, INC.’S mission and goals
— Good digital and IRL communication skills
— Good time management skills, demonstrated ability to balance multiple
tasks and meet deadlines
— Self-motivated and excited to work with a team
— Very comfortable with computers and new technology
— Proficient in Microsoft Word, Excel, Google Apps, Adobe Creative Suite
— Basic documentation skills
— Don’t be an asshole

Requirements & More
— Commitment to 3 days a week in the office or on location
— A positive mental attitude, solid work ethic and an expansive
sense of curiosity
— This position grants a stipend of $800/month and also works
for school credit

To Apply
— Send a PDF portfolio and resume to office@playlab.org
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